Prototyping MaaS
A “Design Sprint” setup has been developed with Centre of Innovation in
Aarhus. The Design Sprint took place from 15th to 19th of January 2018.
The Sprint developed a first prototype of a Mobility as a Service solution
through a structured design process. The prototype will serve as input to the
requirement specification for the MaaS prototype that will be piloted in 2018
and 2019.
The Design Sprint is a condensed process for designing innovative solutions. Monday was used to define the question and the target group that the
prototype (developed Thursday) would address.
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The design challenge for the week was the following:


How might we design a MaaS service which the citizens experiences as the most attractive offer in relations to everyday travel?
The main target group addressed are those who plan their daily
travels and for whom it is a pain when breakdowns in everyday life
happens.

The idea was to develop a prototype for MaaS taking the end users perspective and since the design sprint has the user in focus, the method fitted very
well the purpose.

The Prototype
The “Optur”-app (In English: The Travel Trip-app) was built as a prototype
during the design week. The prototype is described step by step in the appendix to this document.
The main objectives of the Optur-app are:





It should provide a service that makes it attractive to leave the single
occupied car behind, and shift towards ridesharing and public
transport.
The service should be so attractive that the benefits of the service
outweighs the perceived barriers for using ridesharing and public
transport in an integrated service
The service should be resilient enough to absorb everyday breakdowns and provide an attractive and realistic alternative to the traveller in these situations.
The service should shift the traveller’s perception from “I will take my
own car because otherwise…” to “I will use the services of “Optur”
because otherwise…”

We soon learned that the Mobility Service should not be aiming at solving a
complex travel pattern, but support everyday life by making the whole day
less complicated. The car, we sense, is often chosen as a convenient, flexible and little complicated means of transportation in a complex reality. Rather than facilitating seamless travelling, the service should facilitate the
seamless day. This was quite a revelation and the task became more complex than anticipated.
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To break down the complexity of the task we used a use-case for designing
the prototype.
The Storyboard has it origin in the domain of movies. It is a representation of
a user scenario through a series of drawings or pictures collected in a storyline and visualises relations between the user and the service. In this specific case, it shows how the user is interacting with Mobility as a Service.

The visualisation above is a concept drawing of the Optur app and shows
how it helps the user towards a well-functioning day.
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Instead of being another “Rejseplanen”, the Optur app is design to other
value propositions than getting smoothly from A to B. Its objective is to make
the day easier with public transport and ridesharing as the main means of
transportation, but supported by other services outside the domain of mobility.

